About NFF

The Naval Families Federation (NFF) was established in 2003 to give Royal Naval and Royal
Marines’ families an independent voice. The impact of separation and mobility on Naval
Service families may present challenges that are not commonly experienced by a civilian
population.

The NFF works with the Chain of Command, service providers and the Government in order
to make them fully aware of the consequences their policies and decisions make on the naval
Service family as a whole. This representation keeps us in line with the other two Services and
ensures that Naval Service families’ differences are acknowledged and understood.

The Naval Families Federation works from Castaway House in Portsmouth, alongside
principal Royal Navy charities.

The families of Royal Naval and Royal Marines’ personnel are independent, resourceful
people who may be experiencing issues that are affecting their day to day life and think they are
unable to voice them. In a constructive diplomatic way we would like to help them do just that!

The NFF produce a free magazine called 'Homeport', which contains useful information for
Service families. Homeport is distributed by the Royal Navy and Royal Marines to naval families
worldwide. If you would like a copy please pop into the NFF office or complete the online
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contact form
.

Why not sign up to receive the NFF e-update. This e-mail update is issued every other month
and provides a short, snappy roundup of news and information of interest to families. To join the
mailing list please e-mail: info@nff.org.uk

Find us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Join us on LinkedIn

The NFF Team

(from front to back) Kim Richardson, Jackie Jackson,

Jane Williams, Sarah Woods, Alison Wright and Emma Prince
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Kim Richardson - OBE!
Click here to read an article in Portsmouth’s local paper, The News, on our Chair’s
appointment of an OBE and the work of the NFF.
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